


In the early 20th century, the characters of Mutt and Jeff entered American pop
culture, in the form of what is generally regarded as the first successful daily-
newspaper comic strip. The strip ran for 75 years, from 1907 till 1982—long enough
to have reached even the Baby Boomers of the late 20th century, and more than
enough time for the phrase “Mutt and Jeff” to infiltrate the English-speaking

vernacular. United by a shared passion for the ponies (as well as a mutual allergy to making an honest
buck), these two mopes couldn’t have appeared more different. Mutt was tall and thin and Jeff was
short, squat, and bald; within a decade or so of the characters’ debut, “Mutt and Jeff” had come to
describe a mix of tall and short. Eventually, it grew to signify any oddly matched twosome—any “pair
of people having dramatically different characteristics (such as height),” in one definition. 

Height doesn’t come into play here; both Thelonious Monk and Gerry Mulligan stood over six-feet
tall. But to anyone following the jazz scene of the 1950s, the phrase offered a perfect analogy to this
recording. Instead of Mutt and Jeff, you had Monk and Jeru (Mulligan’s moniker, immortalized in his
composition of the same name, written for the Miles Davis Nonet of 1949). Could any two jazz musi-
cians of that era have seemed more removed from each other? 

On the one hand you had Monk, scruffy and scuffling, an elliptical and mysterious representative
of the black intelligentsia; on the other, the middle-class Mulligan, gregarious and self-assured. Monk,
the iconoclastic pianist who helped birth bebop, epitomized New York, the bastion of east-coast grit
and polish. Mulligan, raised largely in the midwest, had moved from New York to Los Angeles in 1952,
and was widely identified with the West Coast cool sound that took hold there (largely as a reaction
to bop). Orrin Keepnews wrote in his original liner notes to Mulligan Meets Monk, “You would be fairly
safe, even in so argumentative a field as jazz, in reducing matters to the simplest terms and saying
that bop begins with Monk and cool jazz begins with Mulligan.” And in the mid-1950s, those two
idioms did not always play well together.

At the time of this recording, Monk had built his reputation as one of the great jazz composers,
but he rarely wrote for anything larger than a quintet; Mulligan, in the eyes of many, was an arranger
first and foremost, known for casting his and others’ compositions in the expansive palette of the jazz
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orchestra. Despite the adulation accorded him by his colleagues, Monk had trouble making a living;
Mulligan’s recordings with the charismatic Chet Baker had made him an international star.

As soloists, they didn’t seem to speak the same language. Monk’s rough-hewn stomp, spare and
chiseled, was marked by piquant accents and tone-clustered stabs; he used space as a confrontational
device. Mulligan’s smoothly flowing lines, overflowing with notes, navigated the streamlined rhythms of
cool jazz like a slipstream. Even in physical appearance, you could hardly find two such opposites:
Monk, black and burly, with the bearing of an Alaskan grizzly, and Mulligan, white and rail-thin—more of
a flamingo in the jazz menagerie. 

They couldn’t possibly have anything in common. What a mistake. What producer’s whimsy brought
these two together in the first place?

Wrong, wrong, wrong. No producer cooked up this meeting, and in fact, Mulligan and Monk shared
a great deal more than outside observers could have imagined. 

They first crossed paths three years before this recording. In his stellar biography Thelonious Monk:
The Life And Times Of An American Original, Robin Kelley notes their initial meeting, at an after-hours
session during the 1954 Paris Jazz Festival. Kelley writes that Monk’s “off-beat comping and strange
harmonics” spurred “strange and angry looks from the other musicians. All except for Mulligan, who
rose to the challenge and established a fruitful musical dialogue with Monk.” Kelley reports that later
in the festival, Monk commented of the audience, “They’re not really listening to what I’m playing,” and
that the saxophonist jumped in to offer moral support: “Don’t bother about it . . . I’ll be listening to you
from now on,” Kelley quotes Mulligan as saying to Monk. “I’ll be just off stage listening. If you turn a
little that way, you’ll see me there.”

After that, Monk and Mulligan became best buds (in today’s vernacular). Mulligan had moved back
to New York in the mid-50s and, as he stated in an oral biography recorded for the Library of Congress,
he and Monk lived only a few blocks from each other. “So I’d be over at his place a lot, but oddly
enough we never played together. We were always hanging out at his house talking about writing, and
we would show each other things we were doing on piano and ideas that we had for orchestration and
so on. And I spent a lot of time transcribing some of his tunes that he didn’t have written down.”

Composition provided their bridge, but Mulligan Meets Monk was a happy accident nonetheless.
“Monk had a recording date with Riverside,” Mulligan continued in his Library of Congress testimony,
“and I found out about this from Orrin Keepnews, who said that Thelonious went down to the office one
time to talk about this date and it came up in conversation that Gerry Mulligan was waiting        outside
for him. ‘Keep’ said, ‘Oh, you know Gerry?’ And Thelonious said, ‘Yeah, we’re old friends.’ 

“As it turned out, they had wanted originally to do the quartet that Thelonious and John Coltrane
were playing with down at the Half Note. [Mulligan’s memory was slightly off: this was the quartet Monk
famously led at the Five Spot, about a mile from the Half Note in lower Manhattan.] But Coltrane was
tied up in a contract with somebody else . . . . I guess they were thinking that Thelonious would make
a trio album, but then when Keepnews found out that Thelonious and I were friends, he asked if Thelo-
nious thought I would record something with him.” 

Keepnews recalled that upon learning of the Monk-Mulligan friendship, he began “to investigate the
possibility of an unlikely combination that might have considerable musical validity. When         both
musicians agreed with me, we quickly put together a session, using Monk’s current bass player and
drummer. Our plan was to do one ‘simple’ quartet date and then later put the two stars into a larger,
formally-arranged setting. But the blowing session . . . went so well that we (learning the         studio
was available the next afternoon) decided to come right back and finish up the same way.”

Mulligan was thrilled at the project, but that didn’t completely ameliorate his trepidation at      work-
ing with his good friend: “I felt like I was walking on a tightrope. . . . The way that Monk         accompanies
you, and the way he approaches chord progressions, really demanded a whole different melodic approach
from me. I could hear in places where I was getting it together, like getting into a groove with him that
really fit, and in other places that I was really kind of stumbling because I      couldn’t find my way. I
kind of marvel at my guts to go record something like that, to put myself in the frying pan that way. But
that turned out to be the only time we ever recorded anything together [and] I’m glad we did it, even
if it’s got big bruises on it.”

Big bruises? Mulligan’s self-deprecating assessment seems a bit harsh, but his critique does have
substance. Throughout the album, you can hear the occasional missteps he refers to—the normal hems



his is one of those once-in-a-lifetime meetings of giants. . . 
It can be said that to date there have been basically two major schools of modern jazz. The start of it all was

the music originally known in the early 1940s as “be-bop” and “bop”; and although these specific terms are now
out of fashion, the music itself—as adapted and permutated through a decade and a half—remains a vital force. Later
in the Forties there arrived what has come to be known as “cool” jazz. Both developments were gradual and complex
creations: no one man can be singled out as the only, or even the primary instigator of either. But no musicians can
be considered as more significant to the birth of these two basic facets of the contemporary jazz revolution than,
respectively, Thelonious Monk and Gerry Mulligan.

Although only in fiction, legend, and superficial histories of jazz is it claimed that vast changes take place in
single blinding flashes, you can point out specific key times and places for modern jazz. One: the experimental
sessions at Minton’s Playhouse in Harlem at the turn of the Forties. Another: the late-Forties recordings for Capitol that
have been put together into an album most aptly titled Birth of the Cool. It is of course anything but coincidental that
the playing and thinking of (in the first instance) Monk and (in the second) Mulligan were fundamental factors. You
would be fairly safe, even in so argumentative a field as jazz, in reducing matters to the simplest terms and saying
that bop begins with Monk and cool jazz begins with Mulligan.

Possibly even more significant is the fact that neither of these men were content merely to blaze trails and then
sit back to let others follow them. Both remain in the very forefront of jazz creativity. Mulligan’s first big impact on the
jazz public was through his original Quartet (which included Chet Baker and Chico Hamilton), and has gone on from
there to lead other important bands—both small and large—and to create consistently fresh and adventurous arrange-
ments both for his own groups and for others. He has also managed over the past several years to hold a steady lease
on the top baritone sax position in those notoriously unstable indices of success and fame—the numerous polls
operated by numerous magazines.

Monk, although he has been prominently on the scene ever since the start, remains an excitingly inventive creator
who is just about as far in front of the pack as he ever was. Thelonious, at the time of this recording, was just
beginning a resurgence of popularity that was to bring him, over the next few years, richly deserved and long overdue
recognition from critics and audiences alike. Did this come about because more people arrived at a point of being
able to grasp his concepts or was it because he began at this time to reach even greater peaks of his immense
powers as composer and performer? You can take your pick between theories. The fact remains that Thelonious need
no longer be classified as a neglected genius—and that this proper state of affairs dates from just about the period of
this recording.  

Tand haws of two people having their first “conversation,” in a musical sense, despite years of
discussing music as friends and colleagues. But rather than detract from the experience, these
moments offer a glimpse at the rapid evolution of this unexpected musical partnership.

Check the two versions of Monk’s “Straight, No Chaser,” the song that led off the two-day
recording session. Listen first to the alternate take (track #8). Mulligan starts his solo rather
tentatively, but then reels off a series of lively and inventive choruses, filled with niftily organized
ideas; these stay true to Monk’s original composition, but they find new pathways in and around the
tricky chromatic line. Yet this was clearly a warm-up: Monk doesn’t even solo on this take. In the
later attempt—the one issued on the original LP (track #5 here)—Mulligan sounds much more
comfortable. In fact, he can hardly wait to get going: he starts to shadow Monk’s presentation of the
opening theme statement, and launches confidently into his solo three measures before the theme
ends. (And Monk’s own solo shines like a hundred diamonds.)

Then there’s “I Mean You,” the tune that concluded the first day’s studio work. Fully acclimated
to each other, Monk and Mulligan dive in at a fast clip on the first two takes. But the fourth take—
the one originally issued—occurs at a more relaxed pace; having proved to themselves that they could
stay together at the quicker tempo, they could step back and let the tune breathe, and ended up
with two solos that best expose the song’s multiple charms.

Despite their radically different personalities, and their almost antipodal approach to improvis-
ing, Monk and Mulligan found common ground in composition. Not in the songs themselves—no one
would ever mistake one of Monk’s for one of Mulligan’s—but in their devotion to the craft, and their
admiration for the balanced, well-turned tune. That devotion manifested itself quite differently in their
individual musics, but it provided the foundation for their unimagined friendship—as likely a pairing
as Mutt and Jeff—and allowed them to join in this unexpectedly successful venture. 

—Neil Tesser
May 2013



Since it is only in fiction, legend, and superficial histories of jazz that there is supposed to be either indifference or
active dislike between various schools of jazz, there should be nothing at all surprising in the revelation that Gerry and
Thelonious have always had strongly positive feelings about each other’s music. What may be more surprising is that
there is a long-standing bond of personal friendship between them, and that the idea of playing together has long been
a very appealing one to both men. Consequently, the suggestion that they record jointly made immediate sense to both.

Actually, Riverside’s plans for the album were rather more pretentious than the way things turned out. We had in
mind beginning with a simple quartet setup, and gradually expanding to a large, all-star group and more formal arrange-
ments. But at the end of one “blowing” session (at which “I Mean You,” “Rhythm-a-ning,” and “Straight, No Chaser” were
made), both Gerry and Thelonious felt strongly that this was so much the right groove that it would be a mistake not to
complete the album this way. Having learned from experience that certain musicians know their business far better
than any members of the control-room set, and having enjoyed the first session as much as they had, we offered
no objections whatsoever.

The atmosphere on both occasions was one of complete and fruitful relaxation. There was much too much mutual
respect and affection on hand for there to be any danger of feelings of competitiveness getting in the way. By general
choice, the bassist and drummer with whom Monk was currently working at the Five Spot were used. Gerry had played
with Shadow Wilson before, and knew to expect his wonderfully firm support. But Wilbur Ware was a new experience for
him, and—like most people newly exposed to this extraordinarily inventive bassist—he was mightily impressed. It was
Mulligan’s preference to work largely with Monk’s challenging tunes; it was his insistence that he have the opportunity
to play the modern jazz classic “’Round Midnight” with its composer. A Mulligan original and a standard rounded out
the picture. And, very probably, Gerry’s approach to “’Round Midnight” and the application of the Monk treatment to a
characteristic Mulligan tune are the high spots of the LP.

This is not the sort of album that stands in any need of hysterical hard-sell advertising copy on its liner notes. The
solo work and the joint exploration of the lines worked out by both men can speak very ably for themselves. Among other
things, the record serves to demonstrate that Mulligan’s usual pattern of playing with a pianoless group is a concept,
not a fetish. When the occasion calls for it, he is certainly neither unwilling nor unable to play most effective in the
company of a pianist—or, at least, this pianist.

This is a rare meeting of major facets and major figures of jazz. It is, like their separate efforts, intriguing and
provocative. It is in all probability a significant document, a piece of jazz history. But surely there has never been a more
enjoyable and enjoyed historic occasion than these two evenings when Mulligan met Monk. . . .

—Orrin Keepnews
These notes appeared on the original album liner.

Gerry Mulligan—baritone saxophone
Thelonious Monk—piano
Wilbur Ware—bass
Shadow Wilson—drums
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he pairing of Thelonious Monk
and Gerry Mulligan must have
resembled a clash in cultures at

the time it took place. Here was Monk, as
“East Coast” as could be, connecting with the
musician who, more than anyone else, intro-
duced the concept of “West Coast” jazz to
the world. Yet the pair shared not only mutual
respect but also many common musical values,
and their historic conclave, featuring an indeli-
ble version of Monk’s “’Round Midnight” (and,
on this CD reissue, four intriguing alternate
takes), identified a common ground where the
sinew in Mulligan’s sound and Monk’s economy
and whimsy appeared in greater relief. This is
jazz without coasts or borders.

T
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